Out trips
Movie Madness
Catch all the new releases on the big screen! We will be going to the movies on Fridays. The movies will
be chosen by the individuals that are scheduled on the trips that day. The price of the movie ticket will be
$4.75. To allow for the individuals to have the opportunity to enjoy popcorn or a drink the total cost will
be $10.00. They will eat lunch before the movie. $10.00 will be needed. No Lunch needed
Bowling
Who doesn't love a day of bowling? RVI will be going to Star Lanes at the Harbor Tuesdays to enjoy
bowling. They will play 2 games and their shoe rental is included. The price to bowl is $6.00 and the pizza cost is not included. $10.00 will be needed if individuals wish to have pizza. No Lunch needed
Lunch Bunch
Feeling hungry? Take a trip with the lunch bunch! The group will visit local restaurants to enjoy a nice
meal $15.00 will be needed. No Lunch needed
Shopping/Lunch
We will be heading out to a local store to enjoy some shopping. After we get done shopping we will stop
for lunch where everyone decides. $10.00 will be needed to shop and $5.00 for lunch. $15.00 needed. No
Lunch needed
Casino
Feeling lucky? RVI will be taking a trip to Hollywood Casino. The individuals will be able to try their
luck at the slot machines or card tables. We will be stopping for lunch before getting to the casino. $5.00
will be needed for their lunch. Around $10.00 for the casino. They are able to bring more if they would
like. $15.00 total, State ID, and money will need to be cash form for the casino. No Lunch
Spa Day
We will take a small group to vanguard cosmetology school to have our nails and hair done. Everyone
deserves a little pampering. We will stop for lunch after. $5.00 for lunch. No Lunch needed
Dave & Busters
We will be heading to Dave & Busters for the day. We will stop for lunch before arriving to Dave &
Busters. We will have lunch where they choose to allow more time playing in the arcade and will be a
little cheaper so everyone can have an opportunity to go. Will need $15.00. No lunch needed
Canvas Painting
This will be in the workshop. Each individual will have canvas and painting tools. We will choose a
themed picture for the month. Each individual will be able to take their artwork home. $1.00 Need a
lunch.
Coffee Club
We will be going to the local coffee shop to have a coffee in the morning before lunch. After we get back
we will have lunch and enjoy some games. $2.00 Need a lunch
Free Days
Cooking day - Will cook in house and enjoy. No Lunch needed
Game Day - Play BINGO and WII bowling at the workshop. Lunch Needed
Closed New Years Day and Martin Luther King
Please help each individual be prepared for every trip they are scheduled for. Thank you

